
REFINED INTERSECTION HOMOLOGY ON NON-WITT SPACES
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Abstract. We develop a generalization to non-Witt spaces of the intersection homology theory
of Goresky-MacPherson. The second author has described the self-dual sheaves compatible with
intersection homology, and the other authors have described a generalization of Cheeger’s L2 de
Rham cohomology. In this paper we extend both of these cohomologies by describing all sheaf com-
plexes in the derived category of constructible sheaves that are compatible with middle perversity
intersection cohomology, though not necessarily self-dual. On Thom-Mather stratified spaces this
refined intersection cohomology theory coincides with the analytic de Rham theory.
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The singular homology of a singular space generally does not satisfy Poincaré Duality. Re-
markably, Goresky and MacPherson showed that if the singularities are stratified then there is
an adapted homology theory, intersection homology, that satisfies a generalized Poincaré Duality
[GM80]. On ‘Witt spaces’ [Sie83] they defined middle perversity intersection homology groups satis-
fying Poincaré Duality and defining a bordism-invariant signature. Working independently, Cheeger
discovered that the de Rham cohomology of the L2-differential forms with respect to an adapted
metric on the regular part of a Witt space also satisfies Poincaré Duality [Che80]. In fact, Cheeger
was able to show that his analytic theory is dual to the topological theory of Goresky-MacPherson.

A stratified pseudomanifold is Witt if the lower middle perversity middle-dimensional rational
intersection homology of all links of strata of odd codimension vanishes. If a space is not Witt
then there are two middle perversity intersection chain sheaves, one for lower middle perversity
and one for upper middle perversity, and the canonical morphism between them is not a quasi-
isomorphism. In terms of the sheaf theoretic formulation of intersection homology in [GM83], this
means that none of the Deligne sheaves IC•p is self-dual. A theory of self-dual sheaves on non-
Witt spaces, compatible with intersection homology, has been developed by the second author in
[Ban02]. These sheaves ‘sit in between’ the two middle perversity intersection sheaves and provide
cohomology theories on non-Witt spaces satisfying Poincaré Duality. Not every non-Witt space
carries a self-dual sheaf compatible with intersection homology, and spaces that do are here termed
L-spaces. Strikingly, in [Ban06] it is shown that the signature of a self-dual sheaf on an L-space is
a bordism-invariant and is the same for every choice of self-dual sheaf!
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Cheeger’s L2 de Rham cohomology theory has been extended to non-Witt spaces by some of
the authors, [ALMP13], extending [Che79]. The failure of the Witt condition means analytically
that the exterior derivative requires a choice of boundary conditions to specify a closed domain.
These boundary conditions refine the middle perversities of Goresky-MacPherson and were termed
mezzoperversity in [ALMP13]. Every analytic mezzoperversity has a dual mezzoperversity and the
intersection pairing induces a generalized Poincaré Duality, refining that of intersection homology.
Not every non-Witt space carries a self-dual mezzoperversity, and smootly stratified spaces that do
are termed Cheeger spaces in [ALMP13].

A natural conjecture, which we establish in this paper, is that the L2 cohomology of a self-dual
mezzoperversity and the cohomology of a self-dual sheaf coincide. (Though as discussed below, the
former theory requires a Thom-Mather stratification, while the latter only requires a topologically
stratified space.) More generally, since the analytic cohomology is defined for mezzoperversities
that are not self-dual, we provide an extension of the theory of [Ban02] to non-self-dual sheaves
that are compatible with intersection homology.

Specifically, we define a category RP (X̂) associated to a topological pseudomanifold X̂ which

captures the candidate sheaves for refining intersection homology on non-Witt spaces. If X̂ is Witt,

then RP (X̂) consists up to isomorphism of a single complex of sheaves

X̂ Witt =⇒ RP (X̂) = {IC•n ∼= IC•m},

while on a general pseudomanifold RP (X̂) contains IC•n and IC•m and possibly many other sheaf
complexes. In particular the category of self-dual sheaves of [Ban02] is a full subcategory of the
category of refined middle perversity sheaves,

SD(X̂) ⊆ RP (X̂).

Any complex S• in RP (X̂) will have unique maps

IC•m −→ S• −→ IC•n

compatible with the normalizations on the regular part of X̂. In fact, each S• will be shown to be
obtained from IC•m by the ‘addition’ of a topological mezzoperversity, consisting of a compatible
choice of locally constant sheaves at each stratum where the Witt condition does not hold.

Given a topological mezzoperversity L, we will use a modified Deligne truncation operator τ≤L,
which is essentially Banagl’s truncation functor τ≤p(·, ·) : D(·) o MS(·) → D(·) constructed in

[Ban02], to define an object in RP (X̂),

IC•L = τ≤L(n)Rin∗ · · · τ≤L(2)Ri2∗RU2 ,

and conversely we will show that every object of RP (X̂) is (up to isomorphism) of this form for a
unique topological mezzoperversity L.

As with the celebrated construction of Deligne-Goresky-MacPherson, we will show that any

mezzoperversity gives rise to a unique object up to isomorphism in D(X̂). We will define the ‘dual
topological mezzoperversity’ and show that the corresponding homology groups satisfy a global
duality. If a topological mezzoperversity is self-dual, then it will be equivalent to a Lagrangian

structure in the sense of [Ban02] and the resulting object in D(X̂) is the corresponding self-dual
sheaf.

Finally we restrict to Thom-Mather stratified spaces and show that the L2 de Rham cohomology
spaces from [ALMP13] are canonically isomorphic to refined intersection cohomology groups. In-
deed starting from any analytic mezzoperversity, as we will now refer to the mezzoperversities from

[ALMP13], we obtain a sheaf complex in RP (X̂) by sheafifying the analytic domains associated
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to the mezzoperversity. The topological mezzoperversity of this sheaf complex is equivalent to the
given analytic mezzoperversity, and we show that every topological mezzoperversity corresponds
to an analytic one in this way. Since the global sections of the sheafifications turn out to agree
with the global analytic domain of the mezzoperversity, the L2 de Rham cohomology coincides with
refined intersection cohomology.
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Notation

Let X̂ be an n-dimensional pseudomanifold with a fixed topological stratification

∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xn−2 ⊂ Xn = X̂

such that each Xk is a closed subset of X̂, and the kth stratum

Yk = Xk \Xk−1

is a manifold of dimension k. We assume that Yn = X̂ \ Xn−2 is dense. We will often work with
the increasing sequence of open sets

Uk = X̂ \Xn−k

for which we have

Uk+1 = Uk ∪ Yn−k,
and we make persistent use of the inclusions of these two subsets, which we denote

Uk �
� ik // Uk+1

oo jk ? _Yn−k.

The singular part of X̂ is Xn−2 and the regular part of X̂ is U2. Each point x ∈ Xk \ Xk−1 has
distinguished neighborhoods in X homeomorphic to the product of a Euclidean ball of dimension
k and an open cone

Bk × C◦(Z)

for some compact stratified space Z of dimension n − k − 1, called the link of Yk at x. Moreover

the stratifications of Z and X̂ are compatible through this homeomorphism.

We denote the category of sheaves of R-vector spaces on X̂ by Sh(X̂), the category of con-
structible differential graded sheaves (i.e., complexes A• such that each A•|Yk has locally constant
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cohomology sheaves and has finitely generated stalk cohomology) by Sh•(X̂), and the derived cat-

egory of bounded constructible complexes by D(X̂). We will denote the derived sheaf of an object

A• in D(X̂), i.e., the sheaf associated to the presheaf (U 7→ H•(A•(U))), by

H•(A•) ∈ Sh•(X̂)

and its global hypercohomology, i.e., the cohomology of the global sections of an injective resolution,

by H•(X̂; A•). We denote the intersection sheaf complex associated to the lower middle perversity
m of Goresky-MacPherson by IC•m, and similarly for the upper middle perversity n by IC•n . For a
review of these concepts we refer to [GM83, BS84, Ban07].

When we study differential forms, we will assume that the stratification is ‘smooth’ as described
below. In the introduction we distinguish between topological mezzoperversities and analytic mez-
zoperversities. In the text we will reserve this distinction until the final section, before that we
develop the notion of topological mezzoperversity and refer to it as simply a mezzoperversity.

1. Refined middle perversity sheaves

We define the objects of interest in the derived category, following [GM83, Ban02]. In this
section, we work with topologically stratified pseudomanifolds and sheaves of R-vector spaces. Let

ix : {x} ↪→ X̂ denote the inclusion of a point x ∈ X̂.

Definition 1.1. Let X̂ be a stratified orientable pseudomanifold and S• a constructible bounded
complex of sheaves. We say that S• satisfies the axioms [RP ], or is a refined middle perversity
complex of sheaves, provided:

(RP1) Normalization: There is an isomorphism of the restriction of S• to the regular part U2 of

X̂ and the constant rank 1 sheaf over U2,

νS : RU2
∼=−−→ S•

∣∣
U2

(RP2) Lower bound: H`(i∗xS
•) = 0 for any x ∈ X̂ and ` < 0.

(RP3) n-stalk vanishing: H`(i∗xS
•) = 0 for any x ∈ Uk+1 \ U2 and ` > n(k).

(RP4) m-costalk vanishing: H`(i!xS
•) = 0 for any x ∈ Yn−k and ` ≤ m(k) + n− k + 1.

We denote by RP (X̂) the full subcategory of D(X̂) whose objects satisfy the axioms [RP ].

Remark 1.2. For simplicity we work with orientable X̂ and the constant sheaf over the regular

part of X̂. With essentially no change one can allow a locally constant system over general X̂. For

example, the canonical normalization over a non-orientable X̂ is to use the orientation sheaf over
U2.

Remark 1.3. The category RP (X̂) is closely related to the category EP (X̂) of equiperverse sheaves
defined in [Ban07, §9.3.1]. Indeed, the stalk and costalk vanishing conditions demanded in the
respective definitions agree on strata of odd codimension. For EP, cohomology stalks on a stratum
of even codimension k must vanish above n(k) + 1, while for RP they already have to vanish above
n(k). Similarly, there is a discrepancy of one degree for the costalk vanishing conditions. Hence

RP (X̂) is always a full subcategory of EP (X̂), and they coincide if X̂ has only singular strata

of odd codimension. If X̂ has only strata of even codimension, then EP (X̂) equals mP(X), the

category of middle perverse sheaves on X̂, while RP (X̂) contains up to isomorphism only IC•m .
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As in [GM83], the axiom (RP4) is equivalent to knowing that, at each x ∈ Uk+1\Uk, the attaching
maps

(1.1) Hj(S•x) −→ Hj(Rik∗i
∗
kS
•)x

are isomorphisms for all j ≤ m(k).

Remark 1.4. One could also define refined sheaves for other perversities, but as our examples
correspond to middle perversity, we do not explore this here.

Let us immediately note two important properties of the axioms.

Proposition 1.5.

i) If S• ∈ D(X̂) satisfies axioms [RP], and DS• is its Verdier dual, then (DS•)[−n] satisfies
the axioms [RP].

ii) [Cappell-Shaneson] If A• and B• are in RP (X̂), the restriction to U2 induces an injective
map

Hom
D(X̂)

(A•,B•) −→ HomD(U2)(A
•∣∣
U2 ,B

•∣∣
U2).

Proof. These follow directly from the axioms: For constructible complexes of sheaves satisfying
(RP1) and (RP2), it is well-known [GM83, §5.3] that Verdier duality interchanges conditions
(RP3) and (RP4), as m and n are complementary perversities. In [CS91, (1.3)], (ii) is shown to
follow from (RP3) and (RP4). �

Example 1. Let X̂ = M be an n-dimensional oriented manifold (without boundary). Let S• = RM
be the constant real sheaf in degree 0 on M . Then S• is an object of RP (M). (Axioms (RP3) and
(RP4) are vacuously satisfied.) If A is any local coefficient system (locally constant sheaf) in degree
0 on an oriented manifold M , then its Verdier dual is given by DA = A∗[n], where A∗ is the linear
dual local system with stalks A∗x = Hom(Ax,R), x ∈ M . In particular, the Verdier dual of a local
system on a manifold is again a local system, but there is a degree shift. Applying this to S•, we
obtain the self-duality isomorphism

(DS•)[−n] = R∗M ∼= RM = S•,

where the isomorphism R∗M ∼= RM is given by the canonical multiplication RM ⊗ RM → RM . This
shows in particular that DS•[−n] is again an object of RP (M).

Let us recall Deligne’s construction of the sheaf complexes IC•p in D(X̂). For any perversity p

on X̂ and k = 2, . . . , n define

Epk : D(Uk) −→ D(Uk+1), EpkA
• = τ≤p(k)Rik∗A

•,

and then set

IC•p = Epn · · ·E
p
2RU2 .

The sheaf complexes IC•m and IC•n both satisfy the axioms [RP], and we will now show that any
sheaf that satisfies [RP] is closely related to these sheaves.

First, on the regular part U2 of X̂, any sheaf S• ∈ RP (X̂) has natural maps

(1.2) IC•m
∣∣
U2 −→ S•

∣∣
U2 −→ IC•n

∣∣
U2

since by (RP1) each of these complexes has an isomorphism to the constant sheaf RU2 .
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Proposition 1.6 (cf. [Ban02, §2.2]). For any S• ∈ RP (X̂) there is a unique pair of morphisms

IC•m
α−−→ S•

β−−→ IC•n

extending (1.2).

Moreover, on Uk+1 = X̂ \Xn−k−1, these morphisms factor

(1.3) i∗k+1 IC•m

α
∣∣
Uk+1 //

a′ %%

i∗k+1S
•

β
∣∣
Uk+1 //

b $$

i∗k+1 IC•n

Emk i
∗
kS
•

a

::

Enk i
∗
kS
•

b′

99

through two standard extensions Emk i
∗
kS
• and Enk i

∗
kS
• of i∗kS

•.

Proof. Uniqueness follows from Proposition 1.5(ii), so we only need to establish existence.
Assume inductively that we have found morphisms

(1.4) i∗k IC•m −→ i∗kS
• −→ i∗k IC•n

extending (1.2). Applying the functors Epk to (1.4) we obtain morphisms

a′ : i∗k+1 IC•m = Emk (i∗k IC•m) −→ Emk (i∗kS
•), b′ : Enk (i∗kS

•) −→ Enk (i∗k IC•n) = i∗k+1 IC•n

in D(Uk+1). Adjunction i∗k+1S
• −→ Rik∗i

∗
kS
• is the identity on Uk and induces maps

τ≤p(k)i
∗
k+1S

• −→ Epk(i∗kS
•) for p = m or n.

The axiom (RP4) (in the form (1.1)) implies that for m this morphism is a quasi-isomorphism, and
axiom (RP3) implies that

i∗k+1S
• ∼= τ≤n(k)i

∗
k+1S

•

and so all together we have morphisms

i∗k+1 IC•m
a′−−−→ Emk (i∗kS

•) ∼= τ≤m(k)i
∗
k+1S

• a−−→ i∗k+1S
• ∼= τ≤n(k)i

∗
k+1S

• b−−→ Enk (i∗kS
•)

b′−−→ i∗k+1 IC•n

extending (1.2) as required. �

Let C•(a), C•(b) and C•(ba) be sheaf complexes completing a, b and ba, respectively, to distin-
guished triangles. Using these triangles we are able to conclude the following:

Proposition 1.7. For any x ∈ Uk+1 \ Uk, the cohomology of the complex C•(ba)x is concentrated
in degree n(k), and the maps a and b in (1.3) induce an injective map

Hn(k)(S•x) −→ Hn(k)(C•(ba)x).
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Proof. Let us analyze a and b for odd k. The distinguished triangles

Emk i
∗
kS
• a // i∗k+1S

•

zz
C•(a)

+1

dd
, i∗k+1S

• b // Enk i
∗
kS
•

zz
C•(b)

+1

dd
,

Emk i
∗
kS
• ba // Enk i

∗
kS
•

yy
C•(ba)

+1

ee

fit together into a diagram

Emk i
∗
kS
•

ba

**
a // i∗k+1S

•

zz

b // Enk i
∗
kS
•

pp

zz
C•(a)

+1

dd

C•(b)

+1

dd

C•(ba)
+1

UU

which by the ‘octahedral axiom’ we can complete to the octahedral diagram

(1.5)

Emk i
∗
kS
•

ba

**
a // i∗k+1S

•

zz

b // Enk i
∗
kS
•

pp

zz
C•(a)

+1

dd

$$

C•(b)
+1

oo
+1

dd

C•(ba)

::

+1

UU
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Taking the stalks of the cohomology sheaves at a point x ∈ Uk+1 \ Uk, we see that

Hj(Emk i
∗
kS
•)x

Hj(ba)

++Hj(a) // Hj(S•x)

ww

Hj(b) // Hj(Enk i
∗
kS
•)x

pp

ww
Hj(C•(a)x)

+1

hh

''

Hj(C•(b)x)
+1

oo
+1

gg

Hj(C•(ba)x)

77

+1

[[

where we have used dotted arrows for maps into the corresponding Hj+1. From (1.1) we know that
the map Hj(b) is an isomorphism for j ≤ m(k), and by construction Hj(ba) is the identity map for
these j, hence Hj(a) is also an isomorphism and

Hj(C•(ba)x) = Hj(C•(a)x) = 0 for all j ≤ m(k),

Hj(C•(b)x) = 0 for all j < m(k).

If j > n(k), then Hj(Emk i
∗
kS
•)x and Hj(S•x) both vanish and thus Hj(C•(a)x) = 0 for these j. We

conclude that C•(a) is concentrated in a single degree, namely n(k). Moreover, if x ∈ Uk, then
Hj(C•(a)x) = 0 for all j, since i∗ka is the identity map. So C•(a) is supported over the manifold
Uk+1 \ Uk. Summarizing, C•(a) has the form

C•(a) = jk∗A[−n(k)],

where A is a locally constant sheaf on the manifold M = Yn−k. Note that as jk is a closed inclusion,
the functor jk∗ is just extension by zero and we have jk∗ = jk!.

We shall now show that C•(b) is also concentrated in the degree n(k). We prove this following

[Ban02, §2.4]. As pointed out in Proposition 1.5(i), the Verdier dual D(S•)[−n] is also in RP (X̂).
Thus we have a distinguished triangle

i∗k+1D(S•)[−n]
b′ // Enk i

∗
kD(S•)[−n]

ww
C•(b′)

+1

ff
.

which dualizes to

Emk i
∗
kS
• D(b′)[−n] // i∗k+1S

•

ww
D(C•(b′))[−n+ 1]

+1

hh
.
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By Proposition 1.5(ii), we know that D(b′)[−n] = a and so we have an isomorphism of triangles

Emk i
∗
kS
•D(b′)[−n]//

=

��

i∗k+1S
• //

=

��

D(C•(b′))[−n+ 1]
+1 //

∼=
��

. . .

Emk i
∗
kS
• a // i∗k+1S

• // C•(a)
+1 // . . .

which shows that D(C•(b′))[−n + 1] ∼= C•(a). In the following calculation, we distinguish in our

notation between the Verdier dualizing functor D
X̂

= D on X̂ and the dualizing functor DM on
the manifold M = Yn−k. We have

C•(b′) ∼= (D
X̂

C•(a))[−n+ 1]
∼= (D

X̂
(jk∗A[−n(k)]))[−n+ 1]

∼= (D
X̂

(jk∗A))[n(k)− n+ 1]
∼= jk!(DMA)[n(k)− n+ 1]
∼= jk∗A∗[n− k][n(k)− n+ 1]
∼= jk∗A∗[n(k)− k + 1]
∼= jk∗A∗[−n(k)].

(Recall that for odd k, n(k) = (k − 1)/2.) This shows that C•(b′) is concentrated in degree n(k).

Since every object of RP (X̂) is of the form DS•[−n] for some S• ∈ ObRP (X̂), this also shows that
C•(b) is concentrated in degree n(k).

If k is odd, then n(k) = m(k)+1 and, using the information above, the diagram for n(k) collapses
to a pair of short exact sequences

0 // Hn(k)(S•x)

∼=
��

Hn(k)(b) // Hn(k)(Enk i
∗
kS
•)x

∼=
��

// Hn(k)(C•(b)x)

=

��

// 0

0 // Hn(k)(C•(a)x) // Hn(k)(C•(ba)x) // Hn(k)(C•(b)x) // 0

and so we have in particular an injective map Hn(k)(S•x) ∼= Hn(k)(C•(a)x) −→ Hn(k)(C•(ba)x).
�

One interpretation of this proposition is that i∗k+1S
• differs from the two canonical extensions of

i∗kS
• to Uk+1, namely Emk i

∗
kS
• and Enk i

∗
kS
•, by the choice of a subsheaf Hn(k)(S•x) of Hn(k)(C•(ba)x).

Indeed, it is possible to assemble i∗kS
• and the sheaf

(1.6) WS(Yn−k) ∈ Sh(Yn−k), WS(Yn−k) = Hn(k)(S•)
∣∣
Yn−k

.

to an object over Uk+1 satisfying [RP ], quasi-isomorphic to S•|Uk+1
.

To carry out this assembly, let us recall the modified truncation functor from [Ban02, §5]: Given
a constructible complex of sheaves A• on a stratified pseudomanifold M, and an injective sheaf
map

φ : E −→ Hp(A•),

we use the quotient map

π : ker dp −→ Hp(A•)
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to define a new (constructible) complex of sheaves

τ≤p(A
•,E) ∈ Sh•(M), (τ≤p(A

•,E))j =


Aj if j < p

π−1(φ(E)) if j = p

0 if j > p

Notice that this new complex satisfies

(1.7) Hj(τ≤p(A
•,E)) =


Hj(A•) if j < p

φ(E) if j = p

0 if j > p

It is an important fact that this modified truncation defines a functor. Let Sh•(M) denote the
category of complexes of sheaves on M, and MS(M) the associated category of morphisms. Let
Sh•(M) oMS(M) denote the twisted product category whose objects are pairs

(A•,E
φ−−→ Hp(A•))

with φ injective, and whose morphisms are pairs

(f, h) ∈ Hom
(

(A•,E
φ−−→ Hp(A•)), (B•,F

ψ−−→ Hp(B•))
)

with f : A• −→ B• a sheaf complex morphism and h : E −→ F a sheaf morphism such that

E
φ //

h

��

Hp(A•)

Hp(f)
��

F
ψ // Hp(B•)

commutes. In a similar fashion, we define D(M) oMS(M) starting from the derived category of
bounded constructible sheaf complexes on M. We know, from [Ban02, Theorem 2.5], that modified
truncation defines a covariant functor

τ≤p(·, ·) : Sh•(M) oMS(M) −→ Sh•(M)

which descends to the derived category

τ≤p(·, ·) : D(M) oMS(M) −→ D(M).

Proposition 1.8 (cf. [BS84, Lemma 2.4]). Let S• ∈ D(Uk+1) satisfy the axioms [RP ] on Uk+1, let
WS(Yn−k) be the sheaf from (1.6), and let

Ei∗kS
• =

{
τ≤n(k)Rik∗i

∗
kS
• if k even

τ≤n(k)(Rik∗i
∗
kS
•,WS(Yn−k)) if k odd

then S• ∼= Ei∗kS
•.

Proof. We must distinguish two cases: The case k even and the case k odd. Suppose first that

k is even. By axiom (RP4), phrased as (1.1), the adjunction map S•
f−−→ Rik∗i

∗
kS
• induces an

isomorphism

τ≤n(k)S
• f−−→ τ≤n(k)Rik∗i

∗
kS
•,

since we have n(k) = m(k) when k is even. The canonical map τ≤n(k)S
• → S• is an isomor-

phism by axiom (RP3). Putting these two isomorphism together, we obtain an isomorphism
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S• ∼= τ≤n(k)Rik∗i
∗
kS
• = Ei∗kS

• as claimed.

Suppose that k is odd. The adjunction map f participates in a commutative diagram

WS(Yn−k)
id //

id
��

Hn(k)(S•)

Hn(k)(f)
��

Hn(k)(S•)
Hn(k)(f)

// Hn(k)(Rik∗i
∗
kS
•)

which by functoriality of τ≤n(k)(·, ·) induces a map

τ≤n(k)(S
•,WS(Yn−k)) −→ Ei∗kS

•.

This map is an isomorphism: In degrees ≤ m(k) it is a cohomology isomorphism by (RP4) in the
form (1.1); in degree n(k) it induces the map

Hn(k)(f) : Hn(k)(S•)→ Hn(k)(f)(Hn(k)(S•)),

also an isomorphism. The canonical map

τ≤n(k)(S
•,WS(Yn−k)) = τ≤n(k)S

• −→ S•

is an isomorphism by (RP3). Consequently,

S• ∼= τ≤n(k)(S
•,WS(Yn−k)) ∼= Ei∗kS

•,

as required. �

2. Mezzoperversities

We start by describing the analogue of Deligne’s construction in the category [RP]. Recall from
[GM83] that given a perversity, one can inductively construct the intersection sheaf complex in

D(Uk) for each k, obtaining finally an object in D(X̂). To construct an object in [RP] one needs more
information than just a classical perversity. We examine the analogous procedure for constructing
an object in [RP] inductively over Uk.

All sheaves in [RP] are isomorphic to the constant sheaf P2 = R over U2 and to P3 = τ≤n(2)Ri2∗R
over U3. If W(Yn−3) is a subsheaf of Hn(3)(Ri3∗P3) over Yn−3 then let us set

L4 = {W(Yn−3)}, P4(L4) = τ≤n(3)(Ri3∗P3,W(Yn−3)) over U4.

We can continue inductively in this way to construct an element P(L) of D(X̂). Indeed, if we have
constructed Lk and Pk(Lk) over Uk, then we extend our construction to Uk+1 by either

Lk+1 = Lk = {W(Yn−3), . . . ,W(Yn−(k−1))}, Pk+1(Lk+1) = τ≤n(k)Rik∗Pk(Lk)

if k is even or, if k is odd, choosing

W(Yn−k) a subsheaf of Hn(k)(Rik∗Pk(Lk))

and then setting

Lk+1 = Lk ∪ {W(Yn−k)} = {W(Yn−3), . . . ,W(Yn−k)},
Pk+1(Lk+1) = τ≤n(k)(Rik∗Pk(Lk),W(Yn−k)).
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Definition 2.1. We refer to the sequence of sheaves

W(Yn−k) ∈ Sh(Yn−k)

together with the injective sheaf maps

W(Yn−k) −→ Hn(k)(Rik∗Pk(Lk))
as the (topological) mezzoperversity L of P(L), and to the resulting sheaf as the Deligne sheaf
associated to the mezzoperversity.

As anticipated, every P(L) is an element of [RP ]. Indeed, it clearly satisfies (RP1)-(RP3), and
from (1.7) we know that the map

Pk(L) −→ Rik∗Pk−1(L)

is a quasi-isomorphism for degrees ≤ m(k). The commutative diagram

Pk(L)
adj. //

q. iso ≤m(k) &&

Rik∗i
∗
kPk(L) = Rik∗Pk−1(L)

∼=tt
Rik∗Pk−1(L)

where we have used that i∗kPk(L) = Pk−1(L), shows that the attaching maps

Hj(Pk(L)x) −→ Hj(Rik∗i
∗
kPk(L))x

are isomorphisms for all j ≤ m(k). We next prove that conversely every element of [RP] is isomor-
phic to a Deligne sheaf.

Theorem 2.2. If S• is an object in RP (X̂) and ν2 : RU2
∼=−−→ S•

∣∣
U2 is the normalization isomor-

phism from (RP1), then there is a mezzoperversity L with Deligne sheaf P(L) and an isomorphism

ν : P(L) −→ S•

extending ν2 to X̂.

Proof. Over U2 there is nothing to show.
Over U3 we have the isomorphism

ν3 = (τ≤n(2)Ri2∗)(ν2) : τ≤n(2)Ri2∗P2 = P3 −→ τ≤n(2)Ri2∗S
•∣∣
U2
∼= S•

∣∣
U3 ,

so the statement holds over U3. Over U4 we know from Proposition 1.8 that

S•
∣∣
U4
∼= τ≤n(3)(Ri3∗i

∗
3S
•,WS(Yn−3))

where WS(Yn−3) = Hn(3)(S•)
∣∣
Yn−3

. Since the map

Hn(3)(Ri3∗P3)
Hn(3)(Ri3∗ν3)−−−−−−−−−−→ Hn(3)(Ri3∗S

•∣∣
U3)

is an isomorphism, we can define an injective sheaf map ψ by the diagram

WS(Yn−3)
φ //

id

��

Hn(3)(Ri3∗S
•∣∣
U3)

WS(Yn−3)
ψ // Hn(3)(Ri3∗P3)

∼= Hn(3)(Ri3∗ν3)

OO
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Here, φ is the map induced on Hn(3) by the adjunction S•|U4 → Ri3∗i
∗
3S
•|U4 . This diagram shows

that the pair (Ri3∗ν
−1
3 , id) is an isomorphism in the category D(U4) oMS(U4), so after applying

the functor τ≤n(3)(·, ·) we obtain an isomorphism

ν4 : τ≤n(3)(Ri3∗P3,WS(Yn−3)) = P4(L4) −→ τ≤n(3)(Ri3∗S
•∣∣
U3 ,WS(Yn−3)) ∼= S•

∣∣
U4 ,

where L4 is WS(Yn−3) together with the injective sheaf map ψ. Thus the statement holds over U4.

One now continues to proceed as above to show that the statement holds over all of X̂. �

Definition 2.3. We refer to the mezzoperversity L in this theorem as the mezzoperversity of
S• and denote it LS.

3. Global Duality

In this section we work with X̂ a compact oriented topologically stratified pseudomanifold and
with sheaves of R-vector spaces.

In Proposition 1.5(i), we pointed out that if S• ∈ D(X̂) satisfies axioms [RP], and DS• is its
Verdier dual, then (DS•)[−n] satisfies the axioms [RP] as well. If L is the mezzoperversity of S•

we refer to the mezzoperversity of (DS•)[−n] as the dual mezzoperversity of L and denote it
DL.

Global duality for refined intersection homology groups is an immediate consequence upon taking

hypercohomology. Indeed, for any S• ∈ D(X̂), we have (see, e.g., [GM83, §1.12], [Ban07, §4.4])

Hj(X̂; S•) ∼= Hom(Hn−j(X̂;DS•[−n]),R)

and hence a non-degenerate bilinear pairing

Hj(X̂; S•)⊗Hn−j(X̂;DS•[−n]) −→ R.

In terms of mezzoperversities, this says that there is a natural non-degenerate pairing

Hj(X̂;P(L))⊗Hn−j(X̂;P(DL)) −→ R.

4. Example: Self-dual sheaves

In this section we work with oriented n-dimensional topologically stratified pseudomanifolds X̂
and sheaves of R-vector spaces. As pointed out in [Ban02, §1.9], one could more generally work
with vector spaces over any field of characteristic not equal to two.

Theorem 4.1. If S• is a self-dual sheaf in SD(X̂) in the sense of [Ban02] and L is its Lagrangian
structure, then S•[−n] satisfies axioms [RP] and its mezzoperversity LS is naturally identified with
L .

Proof. The category SD(X̂) is defined in [Ban02] by four axioms (SD1)-(SD4). Up to a degree

shift by the dimension of X̂, the first three axioms coincide with (RP1)-(RP3) and by [Ban02,

Lemma 2.1] elements of SD(X̂) also satisfy (RP4). Finally, both the Lagrangian structure and
the mezzoperversity consist of the cohomology sheaves of S• in degree n(k) over the strata of
codimension k for odd k (together with the requisite monomorphisms). �

Note that there are topological restrictions to finding objects in the category SD(X̂), for instance
the signature of the links must vanish.

Definition 4.2. A topological stratified pseudomanifold X̂ is an L-space if SD(X̂) 6= ∅.
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Example 2. The suspension X̂ = ΣT 2 of the 2-torus T 2 is an L-space, as the signature of T 2

vanishes. The suspension X̂ = ΣCP2 of the complex projective space CP2 is not an L-space, as CP2

has signature 1. Note that both of these examples are indeed non-Witt spaces.

In the next section we show that the mezzoperversities in the analytic theory of [ALMP13] coin-
cide with the topological mezzoperversities described above. In this setting of smoothly stratified
spaces, a Cheeger space is one admitting a self-dual analytic mezzoperversity. Thus in the smooth
setting, a self-dual mezzoperversity is equivalent to a Lagrangian structure in the sense of [Ban02],
in particular we have

Proposition 4.3. A smoothly stratified pseudomanifold is a Cheeger space iff it is an L-space.

Notice though that an L-space is a topologically stratified space, so the strata need not even be
smoothable manifolds. Thus L-spaces constitute a larger class of spaces than Cheeger spaces.

5. Example: de Rham/Hodge cohomology of iie metrics

In this section we assume that all sheaves are real vector spaces and that the stratification is
smooth.

A smooth stratification is the nomenclature introduced in [ALMP12]. It coincides with the
notion of espace stratifié in [BHS91], controlled pseudomanifold [Pfl01], and Thom-Mather stratified
space [Pol05], see also [Klo09]. Mather showed [Mat12, §8] that any Whitney stratified subset of
a smooth space, such as real and complex analytic varieties, admits Thom-Mather control data,
hence a smooth stratification. In [ALMP12] it is shown that this class of spaces is equivalent to
manifolds with corners endowed with iterated fibration structures, a class first defined by Richard
Melrose.

Definition 5.1. A manifold with corners X̃ has an iterated fibration structure if every bound-
ary hypersurface H is the total space of a fibration

φH : H −→ YH

whose base YH is itself a manifold with corners, and at each intersection H1 ∩ H2 we have a
commutative diagram

H1 ∩H2

φH1 //

φH2 $$

φH1(H1 ∩H2)

φH1H2xx
YH2

where all arrows are fibrations.

Given a manifold with corners X̃ with an iterated fibration structure, we obtain a (smoothly)
stratified pseudomanifold by collapsing the fibrations in an appropriate order. Conversely, given a

smoothly stratified pseudomanifold X̂, radial blow-ups of the strata in an appropriate order results

in a manifold with corners with an iterated fibration structure, called the resolution of X̂. There is
a natural map

β : X̃ −→ X̂

that identifies the interior of X̃ with the regular part of X̂, either of which we denote X. For details,
we refer the reader to [ALMP12].

There is a natural class of functions on X̃ respecting the iterated fibration structure,

C∞Φ (X̃) = {f ∈ C∞(X̃) : i∗Hf = φ∗HfYH},
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where iH : H ↪→ X̃ is the inclusion of the hyperplane H and fYH ∈ C∞(YH). We view this as a

natural replacement for the smooth functions on X̂, so we define

(5.1) C∞(X̂) = {f ∈ C0(X̂) : β∗f
∣∣
X
∈ C∞Φ (X̃)

∣∣
X
}.

Lemma 5.2. Given any open cover of a smoothly stratified space, X̂, there is a subordinate

partition of unity in C∞(X̂).

Proof. We follow the presentation of [Lee03, Chapter 2] for smooth manifolds. We start by defining
the analogue of a ‘regular cover’.

Since X̂ has finitely many strata, each of which is paracompact, X̂ is itself paracompact. (Let
us assume, for simplicity of notation, that we have picked radial functions r at each stratum so
that {r < 3} is a (Thom-Mather) tubular neighborhood.) Let us briefly say that an open cover

{Vα : α ∈ A} of X̂ is esteemed if it is a countable, locally finite cover by precompact open sets such
that: if Vα ⊆ U2 then there is a coordinate chart

φα : Vα −→ Rn

such that φα(Vα) = B3(0), and we set h(α) = n; if Vα is not contained in U2 then there is a singular
stratum Yh(α), a point qα ∈ Yh(α), and a distinguished neighborhood chart

φα : Vα −→ Rh(α) × [0, 3)r × Zqα

such that φα(Vα) = B3(0)× [0, 3)r×Zqα ; finally, we demand that the collection {Ṽα : α ∈ A} given
by

Ṽα =

{
φ−1
α (B1(0)) if Uα ⊆ X
φ−1
α (B1(0)× [0, 1)r × Zqα) otherwise

still covers X̂. Thus essentially a cover is esteemed if it is made up of distinguished open sets.

If X̂ is smooth then an esteemed cover is just a regular cover, and every open cover has a regular
refinement [Lee03, Proposition 2.24]. Using this fact at each stratum, it is easy to see that any

open cover of X̂ has an esteemed refinement. It is also easy to show that an esteemed cover has a

subordinate partition of unity in C∞(X̂): For each k < n, let ρk : Rk×R+ −→ R be a smooth non-
negative function equal to one on B1(0)×[0, 1) and supported in B3(0)×[0, 3), also let ρn : Rn −→ R
be a smooth non-negative function equal to one on B1(0) and supported in B3(0). For each α let

ψα : Vα −→ R, ψα = ρh(α) ◦ φα

where we let ρh(α) act on B3(0) × [0, 3)r × Zqα by disregarding the last coordinate. Finally, the
functions

ψα =
ψα∑
α∈A ψα

are a partition of unity in C∞(X̂) subordinate to {Vα : α ∈ A}.
�

There is a class of metrics that reflects the conic structure of a stratified space near a singular
stratum, the iterated incomplete edge, or iie, metrics (also known as iterated wedge metrics).

First consider X̂ with a total of two strata, say with filtration Y ⊆ X̂, and let x be a boundary

defining function for Y meaning a non-negative function x ∈ C∞(X̂) such that Y = x−1(0) and
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|dx| is bounded away from zero as x→ 0. An iie metric on X̂ is a Riemannian metric on X̂reg = U2

that in a tubular neighborhood of Y has the form

(5.2) dx2 + x2gZ + φ∗gY

where gY is a Riemannian metric on Y and gZ restricts to the fibers over Y to be a Riemannian

metric on the link. An iie metric on a general stratified space X̂ is defined, inductively over the

depth of X̂, as a Riemannian metric on X̂reg that near each singular stratum has the form (5.2)
where now gZ is itself an iie metric on the stratified space Z. As an iie metric is defined on the

regular part of X̂ we can equally well consider it as a metric on the interior of X̃. Any smoothly
stratified space can be endowed with an iie metric. (In our constructions below we will assume
that we are working with a rigid, suitably scaled iie metric, these metrics also exist on any stratified
space as shown in [ALMP12] to which we refer for the definitions and details.)

On a singular manifold it is often useful to replace the (co)tangent bundle with a bundle adapted
to the geometry. For a stratified space with an iie metric, g, a natural choice is the iie-cotangent

bundle, iieT ∗X, defined over X̃ as those one-forms whose restriction to each boundary hypersurface
vanishes on vertical vector fields. Thus sections of iieT ∗X are locally spanned by

dx, dy, x dz.

We can also identify iieT ∗X as the bundle whose sections are one-forms on X̃ with bounded pointwise
length with respect to g. This makes it easy to see that the metric g induces a bundle metric on
iieT ∗X. An advantage of iieT ∗X over T ∗X̃ is that forms like x dz that vanish at x = 0 as sections of

T ∗X̃ do not vanish at x = 0 as sections of iieT ∗X, which better reflects the structure of the space.
The metric on iieT ∗X allows us to define the space of L2 iie-differential forms,

L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X)) = L2(X̂reg; Λ∗T ∗X̂reg),

where the equality comes from identifying an L2-form on X̃ with its restriction to the interior of

X̃.
The exterior derivative on X̂reg extends from X̂reg to a differential operator on X̃ acting on

iie-differential forms

(5.3) d : C∞c (X̃; Λj(iieT ∗X)) −→ C∞c (X̃; Λj+1(iieT ∗X))

where we will use C∞c to denote forms that are compactly supported in the interior of X̃ or equiv-

alently the regular part of X̂. The space C∞c (X̃; Λj(iieT ∗X)) is dense in L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X)) so the
operator (5.3) has two canonical extensions to a closed operator on the latter; the minimal extension
of d is the operator d with domain

Dmin(d) = {ω ∈ L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X)) : ∃(ωn) ⊆ C∞c (X̃; Λj(iieT ∗X)) s.t. ωn → ω and (dωn) Cauchy}
where we set dω = lim dωn, and the maximal extension of d is the operator with domain

Dmax(d) = {ω ∈ L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X)) : dω, computed distributionally, is in L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X))}.
All closed extensions (d,D(d)) of (5.3) satisfy

Dmin(d) ⊆ D(d) ⊆ Dmax(d).

The formal adjoint of d,

(5.4) δ : C∞c (X̃; Λj(iieT ∗X)) −→ C∞c (X̃; Λj−1(iieT ∗X)),

has analogously defined domains Dmin(δ) and Dmax(δ) and these satisfy

(d,Dmin(d))∗ = (δ,Dmax(δ)), (d,Dmax(d))∗ = (δ,Dmin(δ)).
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We now recall the natural class of domains for d studied in [ALMP13]. Consider first a stratified

space X̂ with a total of two strata, with filtration Y ⊆ X̂, as above. Let H be the boundary

hypersurface lying above Y in the resolution of X̂, X̃. If X̂ is a Witt space, i.e., if Y has even
codimension or the vertical (Hodge) cohomology groups1 Hmid(Z) vanish, then

Dmax(d) = Dmin(d).

Otherwise, given ω ∈ Dmax(d), let ωδ be its orthogonal projection off of ker(δ,Dmin(δ)). It is
shown in loc.cit. that ωδ has a (distributional) asymptotic expansion at the boundary with leading
term α(ωδ) + dx ∧ β(ωδ) and that ω ∈ Dmin(d) if and only if α(ωδ) = β(ωδ) = 0. Thus we can
define domains for d by imposing conditions on this leading term. The vertical cohomology bundle
Hmid(H/Y ) −→ Y has a natural flat structure, which can equivalently be thought of as coming from
the exterior derivative on H or from the homotopy invariance of the vertical de Rham cohomology.
If W ⊆ Hmid(H/Y ) is a flat subbundle, then we define a domain corresponding to Cheeger ideal
boundary conditions from W by

DW (d) = {ω ∈ Dmax(d) : α(ωδ) is a distributional section of W}.

In [ALMP13] it is shown that (d,DW (d)) is a closed operator and that filtering by differential form
degree yields a Fredholm de Rham complex, for any such W.

For a general stratified space, we define domains for d inductively. If X̂ is Witt, then Dmin(d) =
Dmax(d). Otherwise given a form ω ∈ Dmax(d) and ωδ its projection off of ker(δ,Dmin(δ)), ω has a
distributional expansion at2 Yn−3 whose leading term we denote

αn−3(ωδ) + dx ∧ βn−3(ωδ).

We can impose Cheeger ideal boundary conditions at Yn−3 by choosing a flat subbundle W (Yn−3)
of the middle-degree vertical Hodge bundle over Yn−3,

Hmid(Zn−3)−Hmid(Hn−3/Yn−3) −→ Yn−3,

where Hn−3 is the boundary hypersurface of X̃ lying above Yn−3, and defining

L̃3 = {W (Yn−3)}
D

max,L̃3(d) = {ω ∈ Dmax(d) : α(ωδ) is a distributional section of W (Yn−3)}.

This domain defines a closed extension of d with adjoint (δ,D
min,L̃3(δ)).

The next odd codimensional stratum is Yn−5 and we denote the link of X̂ at this stratum by
Zn−5. This link is itself a stratified space; it has a single singular stratum the link of which is Zn−3,

so the boundary conditions L̃3 imposed on the exterior derivative of X̂ at Yn−3 induce boundary

conditions L̃3(Zn−5) for the exterior derivative of Zn−5. The Hodge bundle over Yn−5 with these
boundary conditions,

Hmid
L̃3(Zn−5)

(Zn−5)−Hmid
L̃3(Zn−5)

(Hn−5/Yn−5) −→ Yn−5,

inherits a flat structure and to impose boundary conditions at Yn−5 we choose a flat subbundle
Wn−5. Unfortunately, the form ωδ above need not have an asymptotic expansion at Yn−5. However,

1Hmid(Z) refers to space of harmonic forms on Z with respect to the induced metric, of differential form degree
equal to half of the dimension of Z.

2If Yn−3 = ∅ then there is no need to impose a boundary condition here, for simplicity of exposition we assume
for the moment that all singular strata of odd codimension are non-empty and non-Witt.
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if ω ∈ D
max,L̃3(d) and ω

δ,L̃3 is its orthogonal projection off of ker(δ,D
min,L̃3(δ)) then ω

δ,L̃3 has a

distributional asymptotic expansion at Yn−5, with leading term denoted

α(ω
δ,L̃3) + dx ∧ β(ω

δ,L̃3).

We define

L̃5 = {W (Yn−3),W (Yn−5)}
D

max,L̃5(d) = {ω ∈ Dmax(d) : α(ωδ) is a distributional section of W (Yn−3) over Yn−3

and α(ω
δ,L̃3) is a distributional section of W (Yn−5) over Yn−5}.

We continue in this way, iteratively choosing and imposing boundary conditions at each non-Witt
stratum of even codimension, until eventually we can define, with ` = 0 if n is odd, and else ` = 1,

L̃ = {W (Yn−3),W (Yn−5), . . . ,W (Y`)}
DL̃(d) = {ω ∈ Dmax(d) : α(ωδ) is a distributional section of W (Yn−3) over Yn−3,

α(ω
δ,L̃3) is a distributional section of W (Yn−5) over Yn−5, . . . ,

α(ω
δ,L̃n−`−2

) is a distributional section of W (Y`) over Y`}.

We refer to these boundary conditions as Cheeger ideal boundary conditions corresponding

to the analytic mezzoperversity L̃. It is shown in [ALMP13] that (d,DL̃(d)) is a closed operator
and filtering by differential form degree yields a Fredholm de Rham complex.

A useful fact to notice is that this domain is closed under multiplication by functions in the space

C∞(X̂) from (5.1). Indeed, if ω ∈ DL̃(d) and f ∈ C∞(X̂) then fω ∈ L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X)) and

d(fω) = df ∧ ω + fdω

is also in L2(X̃; Λ∗(iieT ∗X)) since df is an iie one-form; moreover it is easy to see that the leading
term in the expansion of (fω)

δ,L̃k at a stratum Yn−k−2 is the leading term of ω
δ,L̃k multiplied by

f
∣∣
Yn−k−2

∈ C∞(Yn−k−2), so ω ∈ DL̃(d) implies fω ∈ DL̃(d).

Definition 5.3. Let us define a pre-sheaf on X̂ by assigning to each open set U ⊆ X̂ the vector
space

DL̃(U) := {ω ∈ DL̃(d) : suppω ⊆ (U ∩ X̂reg)}
and assigning to each inclusion j : V ↪→ U of open sets the restriction map

j∗ : DL̃(U) −→ DL̃(V).

This presheaf is filtered by differential form degree and the exterior derivative makes it into a complex

of presheaves. We sheafify and denote the corresponding sheaf complex by L2
L̃
Ω• ∈ Sh•(X̂).

It is worth pointing out that sheafification is necessary here. The presheaf U 7→ DL̃(U) is not a
sheaf as it does not satisfy the unique gluing condition. This is true even at the level of zero-forms.
Indeed, if x is a function that vanishes linearly on a singular stratum and {Vα : α ∈ A } is an open

cover of the regular part of X̂ such that each Vα ⊆ X̂reg, then the sections
1
x2
∈ DL̃(Vα)

coincide on overlaps. However as 1
x2

is not an L2-function on X̂reg, these local sections do not glue

together to an element of DL̃(X̂). Thus in general, for U ⊆ X̂,

Γ(U ,L2
L̃Ω
•) 6= DL̃(U).
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This makes the following result remarkable.

Lemma 5.4.

1) The space of global sections of the sheaf L2
L̃
Ω• coincides with the space of global sections of

the presheaf U 7→ DL̃(U),

Γ(X̂,L2
L̃Ω
•) = DL̃(X̂).

2) The sheaf L2
L̃
Ω• satisfies

Γ(U ,L2
L̃Ω
•) = {ω ∈ L2

loc(U) : every p ∈ U has a neighborhood V ⊆ U such that ω
∣∣
V ∈ DL̃(V)}.

Proof. We follow [Bei11, §4].

We prove (2) first. Note that the presheaf

U 7→ EL̃(U) = {ω ∈ L2
loc(U) : every p ∈ U has a neighborhood V ⊆ U such that ω

∣∣
V ∈ DL̃(V)}

is in fact a sheaf, and the natural inclusions

DL̃(U) −→ EL̃(U)

form a map of presheaves and so induce a map of sheaves, F : L2
L̃
Ω• −→ EL̃. It suffices to see that,

for every x ∈ X̂, the induced map on stalks Fx : L2
L̃
Ω•x −→ (EL̃)x is an isomorphism which we

show as follows: Assume Fx(s) is zero. Then it has a representative ω ∈ EL̃(U) with ω = 0 in a
neighborhood V of x. Thus 0 ∈ DL̃(V) represents s, i.e., s = 0, so Fx is injective. Next, if t ∈ (EL̃)x
is represented by η ∈ EL̃(U) then there is a neighborhood V of x in U such that η

∣∣
V ∈ DL̃(V). So

the germ of η
∣∣
V at x, s ∈ L2

L̃
Ω•x, satisfies Fx(s) = t.

Now to prove (1), we start with the canonical map

φ : DL̃(X̂) −→ Γ(X̂,L2
L̃Ω
•(X̂))

sending an L2-differential form ω to the section

X̂ 3 x 7→ ωx ∈ L2
L̃Ω
•
x,

where ωx is the germ of ω at x. In particular, φ(ω)(x) = φ(η)(x) means that there is an open set

in X̂ containing x on which ω = η. Thus if φ(ω) = 0 then there are open sets covering X̂ on which
ω vanishes and hence ω = 0, so φ is injective.

Having established (2), we know that

Γ(X̂,L2
L̃Ω
•(X̂)) = {ω ∈ L2

loc(X̂) : every p ∈ X̂ has a neighborhood V ⊆ X̂ such that ω
∣∣
V ∈ DL̃(V)}.

Let ω ∈ Γ(X̂,L2
L̃
Ω•(X̂)) and for each x ∈ X̂ let Vx be an open neighborhood such that ω ∈ DL̃(Vx).

These open sets cover X̂, so by compactness there is a finite sub cover

X̂ = Vx1 ∪ . . . ∪ VxN .

By Lemma 5.2 there is a partition of unity {ψ1, . . . , ψN} ⊆ C∞Φ (X̃) subordinate to the cover

{β−1Vx1 , . . . , β−1VxN } of X̃. We have

ω =
∑

ψjω
∣∣
Vxj

over X̂reg

and since each summand is in DL̃(X̂), so is ω. This shows that φ is surjective. �
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From Lemma 5.4(2), the fact that DL̃ is closed under multiplication by elements of C∞(X̂) implies

that sections of L2
L̃
Ω• are closed under multiplication by elements of C∞(X̂). A useful consequence

is that the sheaf L2
L̃
Ω• is soft – that is, every section of L2

L̃
Ω• on a closed set extends to a section of

L2
L̃
Ω• over all of X̂. Indeed, if K ⊆ X̂ is a closed set and s ∈ L2

L̃
Ω•(K) then s can be represented by

a section s̃ ∈ L2
L̃
Ω•(U) for some neighborhood U of K and by Lemma 5.2 we can find f ∈ C∞(X̂)

equal to one on K and vanishing outside of U . Thus fs is an extension of s from K to a section of

L2
L̃
Ω•(X̂).

Lemma 5.5. The complex of sheaves L2
L̃
Ω• is constructible with respect to the stratification of X̂.

Proof. Recall [GM83, §1.4] that a complex of sheaves is constructible with respect to a given
stratification if its restriction to each stratum has locally constant cohomology sheaves, with finitely

generated stalks. Let U be a distinguished neighborhood of a point p ∈ X̂. If p ∈ X̂reg, then U is
a ball and by the Poincaré Lemma its reduced de Rham cohomology vanishes; otherwise if p is on
a singular stratum Y, U ∼= Bh × C(Z), and the cohomology was computed in [ALMP13, §7]: for a
fixed flat trivialization W (Y )

∣∣
U
∼= U ×W (Y )p, we have the generalized Poincaré Lemma

(5.5) Hk(Γ(U ,L2
L̃Ω
•)) =


Hk
L̃(Z)

(Z) if k < 1
2 dimZ

W (Y )p if k = 1
2 dimZ

0 if k > 1
2 dimZ

In either case we note that all distinguished neighborhoods of a given point have the same coho-
mology which hence coincides with the stalk cohomology. Since U is a distinguished neighborhood
of all points in U ∩Y, the local cohomology of L2

L̃
Ω• is locally constant. Since the groups Hk

L̃(Z)
(Z),

W (Y )p are finitely generated, the sheaf complex L2
L̃
Ω• is constructible. �

Since soft resolutions can be used to compute Rik∗, we have Rik∗L
2
L̃
Ω• = ik∗L

2
L̃
Ω• for all k. To

check the stalk vanishing condition of perversity p for A•, the sheafification of a presheaf A• at the
stratum Yn−k, it is enough to show that

Hj(A•(U)) = 0 if j > p(k)

for all distinguished neighborhoods U of points in Yn−k. Indeed, we have

(5.6) Hj(A•)x = Hj(A•x) = Hj(lim
U3x

A•(U)) = lim
U3x

Hj(A•(U)).

Theorem 5.6. Let (X̂, g) be a smoothly stratified pseudomanifold with a suitably scaled iie-metric

and let L̃• be an analytic mezzoperversity. The sheaf L2
L̃
Ω• is in RP (X̂).

Proof. The constructibility of the sheaf complex L2
L̃
Ω• is established in Lemma 5.5. We check that

L2
L̃
Ω• satisfies the axioms (RP1)-(RP4). The normalization and lower bound axioms are automatic

and, by the comments above, (RP3) follows from the local Poincaré Lemma (5.5), so we only need
to check (RP4).

To check (RP4) first let us note that each Uk is locally compact and countable at infinity. (The
latter means that it can be written as a countable union of compact sets, (Kn), with K` ⊆ K◦`+1.

One can take the sub-level sets K` = {x ≥ 1
`} of a boundary defining function x for Yn−k as the

family of compact sets.) We know that S• = L2
L̃
Ω• is soft and hence c-soft. So i∗kS

• is a c-soft sheaf

on Uk, and by [Ive86, §IV.2, Corollary 2.3], a c-soft sheaf on a locally compact set countable at
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infinity is soft. Now since soft resolutions can be used to compute Rik∗, we have Rik∗i
∗
kS
• = ik∗i

∗
kS
•.

Then using (5.6) we have at a point x ∈ Yn−k:

Hj(ik∗i
∗
kS
•)x = lim

V3x
HjΓ(i−1

k (V), i∗kS
•) = lim

V3x
HjΓ(V ∩ Uk, i∗kS•).

Next notice that, for any distinguished neighborhood V of x we have

Γ(V ∩ Uk, i∗kS•) = {ω ∈ L2
loc(V ∩ Uk) :

every p ∈ V ∩ Uk has a neighborhood W ⊆ V ∩ Uk such that ω
∣∣
W ∈ DL̃(W)}.

Here the domain V ∩ Uk can be identified with Bh × (C(Zn−k) \ x) ∼= Bh × (0, 1)×Zn−k and hence

this is the L2-cohomology of Bh × (0, 1) × Zn−k with boundary conditions L̃k−1(Zn−k). Thus by
the local computation above we have

HjΓ(V ∩ Uk, i∗kS•) = Hj
L̃k−1(Zn−k)

(Zn−k)

The adjunction map from S•x to Rik∗i
∗
kS
•
x corresponds to the restriction map r from V to V ∩ Uk,

and the computations above show that

r : HjΓ(V,S•) −→ HjΓ(V ∩ Uk, i∗kS•)
is an isomorphism for j ≤ m(k), so we have verified axiom (RP4). �

Thus for any analytic mezzoperversity L̃ we now know from Theorem 2.2 that there exists a
topological mezzoperversity L such that

(5.7) L2
L̃Ω
• is quasi-isomorphic to PL.

The topological mezzoperversity L consists of the degree n(k)-cohomology sheaves of L2
L̃
Ω• over

the non-Witt singular strata, and by the local computation (5.5), this is the sheaf of flat sections
of the flat bundle W (Yn−k). Thus we can identify an analytic mezzoperversity with a topological
one by replacing each flat bundle with its sheaf of flat sections.

Conversely, given a topological mezzoperversity we show that it can be realized as an analytic
mezzoperversity. It suffices to work with the Deligne sheaf of a topological mezzoperversity L
and show that we can identify it with L2

L̃
Ω• for some analytic mezzoperversity L̃. We construct

L2
L̃
Ω•k ∈ D(Uk) inductively over k. Over U3 we have an isomorphism

P(L)
∣∣
U3 = P3(L) ∼= L2Ω•3

where L2Ω•3 is the L2 sheaf without any boundary conditions. Recall that P4(L) is constructed
over U4 by

P4(L4) = τ≤n(3)(Ri3∗P3,W(Yn−3)),

where W(Yn−3) is a subsheaf of Hn(3)(Ri3∗P3) over Yn−3. But P3 is quasi-isomorphic to L2Ω•3, and
we can identify the sheaf

Hn(3)(Ri3∗L
2Ω•3)

∣∣
Yn−3

with the sheaf of flat sections of the flat bundle Hmid(Hn−3/Yn−3). Indeed, the sections of the
former sheaf over any distinguished neighborhood are the flat sections of Hmid(Hn−3/Yn−3) (by the
local Poincaré Lemma). Thus W(Yn−3) is a subsheaf of the locally constant sheaf of flat sections
of Hmid(Hn−3/Yn−3) −→ Yn−3. This allows us to identify, for some flat sub-bundle W (Yn−3) ⊆
Hmid(Hn−3/Yn−3),

W(Yn−3) = flat sections of W (Yn−3).
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Now over U4 we have both P4(L4) and L2
L̃4

Ω•, where L̃4 = {W (Yn−3)}. As mentioned in (5.7),

since the topological perversity L4 corresponds to the analytic perversity L̃4, we have

P4(L4) ∼= L2
L̃4

Ω• over U4.

It is now clear that one can proceed inductively and show that each W(Yn−k) ∈ L can be identified
with the sheaf of flat sections of a flat sub-bundle W (Yn−k) of

Hmid
L̃k(Zn−k)

(Hn−k/Yn−k) −→ Yn−k.

We have thus shown:

Theorem 5.7. On a compact smoothly stratified pseudomanifold X̂, every topological perversity

L corresponds to an analytic perversity L̃. The hypercohomology of the Deligne sheaf of L can be

computed as the L2-de Rham cohomology with Cheeger ideal boundary conditions induced by L̃,

Hj(X̂;PL) = Hj(X̂; L2
L̃Ω
•) = Hj(DL̃(d)) = Hj

L̃
(X̂).
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